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a b s t r a c t

The most important non-functional requirements for dependability of any Embedded Real-Time Safety
Systems are safety, availability and reliability requirements. System architecture plays the primary role in
achieving these requirements. Compliance with these non-functional requirements should be ensured
early in the development cycle with appropriate considerations during architectural design. In this paper,
we present an application of system architecture modeling for quantitative assessment of system
dependability. We use probabilistic model checker (PRISM), for dependability analysis of the DTMC
model derived from system architecture model. In general, the model checking techniques do not scale
well for analyzing large systems, because of prohibitively large state space. It limits the use of model
checking techniques in analyzing the systems of practical interest. We propose abstraction based
compositional analysis methodology to circumvent this limitation. The effectiveness of the proposed
methodology has been demonstrated using the case study involving the dependability analysis of safety
system of a large Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR).
© 2018 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Use of Computer Based Systems (CBS) in Instrumentation and
Control (I&C) of Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) is common today. But,
I&C systems, which carry out safety-critical functions are required
to be highly dependable. The dependability of a system is a function
of safety, availability and reliability of its sub-systems. Therefore,
architecture plays one of the most important roles in achieving the
required level of system dependability.

Design practices and guidelines to meet the stringent depend-
ability requirement of CBS in NPP are laid down by various national
safety guides like AERB/SG/D-10 [1], AERB/SG/D-25 [2],1 and in-
ternational standards such as IEEE 603 [11], IEEE 7e4.3.2 [12] etc.,
which also emphasize on analyzing system architecture.

But in practice, conformance to dependability requirement is
mostly substantiated by manual arguments. This is mainly due to
the lack of formal semantics for artefacts produced during

architectural design. Any deficiency in the architectural design, if
found later in the development life cycle, is likely to be expensive in
terms of both cost and time. Hence it is important to assess the
dependability of the system under consideration, early in the
development cycle e more specifically during architectural design
phase itself. Further, it may be noted that International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA) emphasizes the need for dependability
analysis and suggested a few approaches in Ref. [9]. The technique
proposed in this paper is expected to contribute to the required
dependability assessment of computer based I&C systems at an
early stage of design.

To the best of our knowledge, no existing literature offers uni-
versally acceptable formalism, which could be utilized in analyzing
the dependability of real-world systems, which are often large CBS.
This makes it difficult to analyze conformance of a system to
dependability requirements. In this paper, we propose an archi-
tecture centric approach to deal with this problem. The model of a
system architecture is represented in an architecture description
language having formally defined semantics. We used Architectural
Analysis & Design Language (AADL) [7] for modeling the system
architecture, using open source tool OSATE [6]. The architectural
model of the system is annexed to incorporate various operational
and fault states of the constituent component(s) and the transitions
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among these states, whichwe define as fault model of the individual
system/component(s). It may be noted here that the constituent
component(s) of a system can hardware, software or combination
of both.

In this work, probabilistic model checking technique is used for
dependability analysis of CBS. PRISM model checker [15] facilitates
probabilistic analysis of Markov Chain models - Discrete Time
Markov Chain (DTMC) and Continuous TimeMarkov Chain (CTMC).
This model checker is used as a back-end analysis engine in our
analysis. In order to automate the analysis, we extended the OSATE
framework for the translation of hierarchical AADL model annexed
with error model (representing the fault model) into corresponding
PRISM DTMC model. The DTMC model then can be analyzed using
PRISM model checker.

It is known that mostly the model checking techniques do not
scale well for large systems due to state space explosion problem
[4,5,8], which makes them impractical to analyze systems of in-
dustrial interest. Therefore, the applicability of these techniques is
still limited to small examples. Our target is to analyze the com-
puter based I&C safety systems used in Nuclear Power Plants, for
which such dependability analysis is most sought after by designers
and the regulatory bodies. Some of these systems are large in size,
which inherently limits application of model checking techniques,
if applied naively. The typical state space of an industrial system is
often beyond the capabilities of symbolic model checking, if applied
without a sound abstraction technique [3].

Solving the state space explosion problem in real-world appli-
cations is one of the main contributions of this paper, where
existing techniques are adapted to perform the dependability
analysis of large industrial class systems with hierarchical archi-
tecture, by making the analysis compositional. Compositional
analysis decomposes the analysis into multiple steps based on the
system architecture and results are integrated back to derive the
quantitative results for the system under consideration. The
methodology is demonstrated with the help of a case study for
assessing the dependability of a few I&C safety systems of a Large
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR). Results of our experiments with
the considered architecture and its comparison against the alter-
native architectures are also presented.

Following are the main contributions of this paper:

� A compositional analysis methodology based on suitable
abstraction is proposed to analyze large (hierarchical) computer
based systems (Section 3.1). This contribute towards meeting
the assurance requirement at Architectural layer and thus facil-
itates dependability assessment [9]. This methodology also fa-
cilitates reuse of analysis results of the architectural
components shared across systems (Section 4.2).

� Extension of the OSATE framework for the translation of hier-
archical architecture model into corresponding PRISM DTMC
model (Section 3.2).

� Rationalization of proposed architecture for achieving target
dependability attributes by comparing it with alternative ar-
chitectures (Section 4.3).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the
overview of AADL and the associated tool OSATE, along with the
PRISM model checker, which is used as a back-end analysis engine.
Section 3 briefly describes the related work and illustrates the
overall dependability analysis methodology. Section 4 describes the
case study and the results of dependability analysis of Reactor Trip
System (RTS) and Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS) of a typical PWR. Use of this technique to compare different
architectures with respect to a given set of dependability attributes
is also presented in this section. Finally, the conclusion is presented

in Section 5.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. System architecture modeling in AADL

The Architecture Analysis & Design Language (AADL) [7] is a
modeling language defined by the Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE), for specifying the architecture of a system. AADL can be used
to model component based architecture of a CBS along with
interaction between the components and their execution behavior.
This language facilitates architectural description of large CBS in a
hierarchical manner.

We categorize the architectural components either an atomic or
a composite one. Atomic components are the basic building blocks of
a system architecture and are not divided further, whereas com-
posite components are constituted using the existing atomic or
composite components, which describe the system hierarchy. An
example of AADL architectural specification of an atomic compo-
nent Sensor having a single output port is shown in Fig. 1. A com-
posite component SensingModule built using a Sensor(SN) and a
comparison unit(CU) is shown in Fig. 2. We will use these archi-
tectural components in our case study presented in section 4.

AADL is an extensible language for modeling the architecture of
a system, which provides the flexibility to extend the basic lan-
guage by introducing sub-languages. The Error Model [20] is one
such sub-language, which is used to formally specify the error
model of a system/component in terms of its states and the events
under which the components undergo transition among these
states. For dependability analysis, we specify the error model of a
component to describe its anticipated fault model.

AADL Error Model:: The error model of a AADL component is
described by a state machine consisting of all possible states of the
component and transitions among the states. The transitions are
triggered on the occurrences of error events. An error event denotes
the occurrence of a fault in a component. We associate an error
model to each component of the system architectural model.

The syntax of error model is described with the help of an
example. Note that any error model should be specified within the
construct annex EMV2 {** / **}. The atomic component Sensor,
shown in Fig. 1, is associated with an error model denoted as
ThreeStateModel, which is presented in Fig. 3. This error model has
three states viz., Operational, Failed_Safe and Failed_USUD, where
the initial state is Operational. While the component remains in the
Operational state if it is working as expected, a transition to Fail-
ed_Safe (or Failed_USUD) state will take place in the event of any
safe failure (or unsafe-undetectable failure) [10]. A transition be-
tween two states represents the rate of the corresponding event e
failure or repair. The notations used in this error model are given in
Table 1.

Fig. 1. Example architecture description of an atomic component and associated Error
Model in OSATE(AADL).
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The error model of a composite component is described in terms
of its constituent components. Example of an error model of a
composite component SensingModule, in terms of its sub-
components Sensor and ComparisonUnit, is shown in Fig. 2. This
example shows that the current state of SensingModule is derived
by the current states of its sub-components.

During our analysis, the steady state probabilities of component
being in the Failed_Safe or Failed_USUD state are used to derive the
dependability attributes of the system. We assume that all the
architectural components presented in this paper (case studies)
have an associated error model described in Fig. 3.

2.2. Dependability analysis using AADL error model

For estimating the system dependability, many quantitative
analysis techniques, such as reliability block diagram, fault tree
analysis, Markov analysis etc., are reported in literature. Rouvroye
and Brombacher [19] showed that Markov analysis covers most of
the aspects of quantitative safety evaluation (except uncertainty
analysis) while taking into account the effect of redundancy,
common cause failures, self-diagnostics and on-line/off-line test &
repair. We adapted the Markov analysis technique and propose a
DTMC based methodology, which makes quantitative depend-
ability analysis feasible for real-world applications involving large
CBS.

Here, we explain the notations used in our error model, which
are also summarized in Table 1. Cumulative failure rate of a system/
component l can be categorized into lS and lUS representing safe
and unsafe failure rates, respectively. However, a fraction of unsafe

failures is detectable using self-diagnostics, which is denoted by
Diagnostic coverage (DC). Based on the self-diagnostics, unsafe
failures are further categorized as unsafe detectable (USD) failures
and unsafe undetectable (USUD) failures. These two categories of
failure rates are defined as follows.

lUSD ¼ ðDCÞ � lUS (1)

lUSUD ¼ ð1� DCÞ � lUS (2)

We consider the USD failure also as safe failure because, operator
can drive the system/component into a safe state on the basis of
diagnostic information. Hence l1, the total rate for safe failure in the
system, is derived by equation (3) and l2, the rate for unsafe un-
detectable failure in the system, is represented by equation (4).

l1 ¼ lS þ lUSD (3)

l2 ¼ lUSUD (4)

It can be observed that our error model example (Fig. 3) has a
one-to-one mapping with the generic error model of a component
shown in Fig. 4. A component can undergo a transition from
Operational to Failed_Safe state on the occurrence of an event Fail-
ure_Safe with a failure rate represented by l1, and to Failed_USUD
on the event of Failure_USUD with a failure rate represented by l2.
Since the component is repairable, it can also undergo a transition
from Failed_Safe to Operational state on the event Repairwith a rate
represented by m. Further, USUD failure can be detected during

Table 1
Notations used.

Symbol Description

l Cumulative Failure rate of system/component (hr�1)
lS Failure rate due to safe failures (hr�1)
lUS Failure rate due to unsafe failures (hr�1)
lUSD Failure rate due to unsafe detectable failures (hr�1)
lUSUD Failure rate due to unsafe undetectable failures (hr�1)
l1 Failure rate due to safe or unsafe detectable failures (hr�1)
l2 Failure rate due to unsafe undetectable failures (hr�1)
DC Fraction of detectable failures using self-diagnostic feature
MTTR Mean Time to Repair (hrs)
m Repair Rate (hr�1), which is inverse of MTTR
Tproof Interval between two successive surveillance tests (hrs)

Fig. 2. Example architecture description of an compositional component and associ-
ated Error Model in OSATE(AADL).

Fig. 3. Example error model (ThreeStateModel).

Fig. 4. Generic Error model (Markov) of the Architectural Components.
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surveillance test. Therefore, a component can undergo a transition
from Failed_USUD to Failed_Safe on the event surveillance. The rate
of this transition is 1=Tproof for a given surveillance test period
(Tproof ) [14].

For the purpose of dependability analysis, the error model of a
component is specified using the parameters l, DC, m and Tproof . We
refer these parameters collectively as Component Level Specifica-
tion (CLS).

2.3. PRISM model checker

PRISM [15,16] is a probabilistic model checking tool for formal
modeling and analysis of systems that exhibit random or probabi-
listic behavior. PRISM supports the analysis of DTMC and CTMC
models. We use DTMC to formally represent the error model of a
system, which is subsequently used to perform quantitative anal-
ysis for dependability, as discussed in section 3. The DTMCmodel is
analyzed with respect to the specification of a formal property
given in Probabilistic Computational Tree Logic (PCTL). PCTL allows
the specification of temporal probabilistic properties.

An example of PCTL properties, used in this work, is presented
here.

� S ¼ ? ½F SystemFailed�: This specification demands that the
model checker shall compute the steady state probability (S) of a
system eventually (F) going into the failed state.

The complete syntax and semantics of Prism language and PCTL
can be found in Ref. [15].

2.4. Model based dependability analysis for I&C safety systems

In system engineering, the primary attributes considered for
quantitative dependability analysis are safety, availability and
reliability. Additional attributes viz., maintainability and testability
are also considered during system architecture design [9,18].

Computer based I&C safety systems generally have two modes
of operation, viz., standby and active mode. The safety systems
mostly operate in standby mode waiting for the demand for its
actuation that may arise in the event of any identifiable and
detectable unsafe state of the plant. During standby mode, the
safety system is periodically tested andmaintained. Once a demand
occurs, the safety system operates in active mode for a predefined
duration termed as the required period. Therefore, the depend-
ability analysis on such systems, can be carried out in two phases, as
proposed by Meshkat et al. [17].

� In the first phase, system availability analysis is carried out for
standby mode, and

� In the second phase, system reliability analysis is carried out for
activemode of operation, where the system availability obtained
in the first phase is used as initial state probability.

This work focuses on the dependability analysis of Computer
Based I&C safety systems, which are designed mainly for actuation/
initiation of safety functions, e.g. reactor trip, actuation of emer-
gency core cooling etc. Dependability of these systems is mainly
indicated by their availability during standby mode of operation.
This is because, the duration of active mode of operation is negli-
gible involving only actuation/initiation of the demanded safety
function. Therefore, we restrict our presentation only to availability

(and safety) analysis as required in the first phase of the depend-
ability analysis.2

The dependability attributes from the point of view of the plant
safety and availability are i) (safety) system availability and ii) plant
availability. The correlation among these dependability attributes
and the states of generic error model (shown in Fig. 4) is presented
with the help of Fig. 5. Here, the probability of system being in
Operational state indicates the system availability. From the
perspective of plant safety, the probability of system being in
Operational or Failed_Safe states indicates the safety of the plant.
However, from the perspective of plant availability, the probability
of system being in Operational or Failed_USUD states indicates the
availability of the plant. It may be noted here that system in Fail-
ed_USUD indicates unsafe state of the plant, though the plant is
available till there is no demand for actuation of the safety system.

In order to quantify the system dependability attributes during
standby mode, we use the following parameters.

� Probability of Failure on Demand (PFD): It is the probability of a
system being in a state, where it fails to execute safety function
when there is a demand. For error model shown in Fig. 4, the
steady state probability of the system/component being in
Failed_USUD state represents the PFD of that system/
component.

� Spurious Operation Probability (SOP): It is the probability of a
system being in a state, where system performs safety actions
spuriously (without any demand) and makes plant unavailable.
For error model shown in Fig. 4, the steady state probability of
the system/component being in Failed_Safe state represents the
SOP of that system/component.

It may be observed from Fig. 5 that both PFD and SOP should be
minimized in order to increase the system availability, which in turn
increases the plant safety and plant availability. Therefore, the target
dependability requirements for Computer Based I&C safety system is
specified in terms of these two attributes and referred to as Target
Dependability Attributes (TDA) in rest of the paper.

It may be noted that as shown in our generic errormodel (Fig. 4),
the TDA of an atomic component is a function of it's CLS, which is
defined in Section 2.2. The aim of dependability analysis is to esti-
mate the CLS of all atomic components of the system that achieves the
required TDA of the system.

In this work, we adapted DTMC based technique to analyze the
dependability of a system from its architectural model. We create a

Fig. 5. Safety and Availability Mapping on Generic Error model.

2 It is acknowledged that conventional reliability analysis is necessary for safety
systems, which require long term operation following its actuation.
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formal model of the system architecture annexed with error model
in AADL [7]. The model is built hierarchically using bottom-up
approach, by integrating the atomic or composite components in
each step, as applicable. An open source tool OSATE [6] is used for
graphical modeling of system/component architecture along with
its error model. The extension of OSATE tool is used for translating
the hierarchical architectural model to corresponding DTMC model
(discussed in Section 3.2). The DTMC model is then analyzed using
probabilistic model checker (PRISM) [15] for quantitative assess-
ment of system dependability.

PRISM is a state-of-the-art tool which uses symbolic model
checking technique. However, analyzing large CBS of practical in-
terest using this technique has its own limitations. If the analysis is
performed monolithically for the complete system, it faces the
challenge of state space explosion. The state space of the DTMC
model grows prohibitively large in case of large CBS and it becomes
infeasible to analyze the system architecture due to the require-
ment of huge computing resources. For example, state space for the
case study of Reactor Trip System (Section 4) is 324 (z1012) states
for one safety train, and the complete system consist of four such
trains. System with such a large state space could not be analyzed
using symbolic model checking technique supported by PRISM and
we observed that it quickly ran out of memory on a server having
250 GB of RAM. One of the main contributions of this work is to
present a methodology for compositional analysis of such large CBS
using limited computing resources.

2.5. Compositional analysis methodology

In order to overcome the state space explosion problem asso-
ciated with the analysis of large CBS, we propose a compositional
dependability analysismethodology. This involves decomposing the
process into steps involving simpler analysis, which require lesser
computing resource. We start with the system under consideration
as a composite component and determine the CLS(s) of its sub-
component(s) that achieve the required TDA of the system/com-
posite component. The sub-components are assumed to be atomic
by abstracting the hierarchy of components/sub-components
below it. If the sub-component is a composite component, then
the obtained CLS is converted into its TDA. Using this TDA, the sub-
component is further analyzed to get the CLS(s) of its sub-
component(s). The process is repeated for each of the sub-
components, till we obtain the CLS of all the atomic components
present in the hierarchical architecture of the system.

There can bemultiple options of CLS to achieve the required TDA
of a composite component. This happens because, the individual
parametersof CLS canbeexperimentedwithdifferent values, during
theanalysis. Forexample, theoverall PFDof a component can remain
unchanged, if increase (decrease) in failure rate (l2) is compensated
by increasing (decreasing) theDC accordingly. Also, dependability of
overall system will remain unchanged if an increase (decrease) in
dependability of one component is compensated by decrease (in-
crease) in dependability by other component(s) in the system. In
such cases, the selection of a particular option is guided by the
development cost and time of the component(s) involved.

Algorithm 1 gives the pseudo code for compositional depend-
ability analysis. The algorithm takes the system hierarchy H and a
list denoted by cls list to store the computed CLS(s) of the atomic
component(s) as global inputs. H is used in step 4 of the pseudo
code to get the list of sub-components of a composite component.
When the algorithm terminates, the cls list will contain the CLS(s)
of the atomic component(s), which will meet the required TDA. The
mapping of CLS to TDA for an atomic component is pre-computed
and stored in a lookup table (Used in step 10 of Algorithm 1). The
following assumptions are made for this mapping.

� ls ¼ lUS
� MTTR ¼ 24hrs

�
where m ¼ 1

MTTR

�
� Tproof ¼ 720hrs

Tables 2 and 3 give the mapping of PFD and SOP, respectively for
a given CLS. The lookup table is applicable for the components
having Markov model depicted graphically in Fig. 4. It may be
recalled that the PFD and SOP are obtained by computing the steady
state probabilities of the component being in Failed_USUD and
Failed_Safe states, respectively (using PRISM model checker).

Algorithm 1. DEPENDABILITY_ANALYSIS.

We illustrate the compositional analysis methodology using an
example shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 (a) shows the hierarchy of a system
with two composite components, viz., C1 and C2. The remaining
components, viz., C3, C4, C5 and C6 are atomic.

The dependability analysis of this system evaluates the CLS of all
the atomic components that achieve the required TDA of the sys-
tem C1. The monolithic analysis can be carried out by translating
the error model of complete system into DTMC model, which will
have 36 states (assuming each of the six components have the error
model with 3 states).

In the proposed compositional analysis methodology, we first
carry-out the analysis of system C1, by assuming C2 as abstracted
atomic component as shown in Fig. 6 (b). This step involves a state
space of only 33 states and gives the required CLSs of C2 and C3,
which achieve the required system TDA. As C3 is an atomic
component so no further analysis is required for this component.
However, C2 being a composite component,wehave to compute the
CLSs of its sub-components. In order to do so, we first get the TDA of
C2 from its computed CLS using the lookup tables (Tables 2 and 3).
We then carry-out the analysis of composite component C2 to
determine the CLS of all its sub-components, as shown in Fig. 6 (c).
This step involves a state space of 34 states only and gives the
required CLSs of C4, C5 and C6, which achieve the required TDA for
C2. As all the sub-components of C2 are atomic, the analysis is
terminated here. Thuswe get the CLSs of all the atomic components.

It may be noted that the maximum state space size involved in
the compositional analysis of this example is 34 as compared to 36

states involved in monolithic analysis. This example demonstrates
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that our compositional methodology can be used effectively for sys-
tems having large number of components with deep hierarchical
architecture.

2.6. Automatic translation of AADL error model to DTMC model in
PRISM

An open source software tool OSATE (an eclipse based frame-
work) provides an editor for AADL models along with the several
APIs for parsing and annotation of these models. Being an eclipse
based framework, OSATE facilitates extension for any specific
analysis requirements through eclipse plug-in mechanism. We
used this mechanism to extend the OSATE framework for trans-
lation of hierarchical architecture model into a PRISM DTMCmodel.

It is already discussed that compositional analysis methodology
is useful for systems with deep hierarchical architecture having
several atomic and composite components. Our translation scheme
systematically translates each component in the architectural hi-
erarchy, which can either be an atomic component or a composite
component. For simplicity of exposition, we present an informal
translation scheme using examples involving one atomic compo-
nent and one composite component, as follows.

2.6.1. Translation of atomic component
The error model of atomic component, represented by a state

machine having transitions annotated with its rate, is translated
into PRISM language syntax. Consider the example of the trans-
lation of error model of an atomic component Sensor(SN), which
uses the ThreeStateModel shown in Fig. 3. This errormodel has three
states, viz., Operational (initial state), Failed_Safe and Failed_USUD
with four transitions. The translated DTMCmodel is shown in Fig. 7.

PRISM models facilitates formula definition (similar to macro
definition), which comprises a name and an associated PRISM
expression. The example of a formula definition can be observed in

Table 2
PFD Mapping of a component with the error model in Fig. 4.

lS ¼ lUS����! DCY 10�3 10�4 10�5 10�6

0 2:60� 10�1 3:47� 10�2 3:59� 10�3 3:60� 10�4

0.1 2:40� 10�1 3:13� 10�2 3:23� 10�3 3:24� 10�4

0.2 2:20� 10�1 2:79� 10�2 2:87� 10�3 2:88� 10�4

0.3 1:97� 10�1 2:45� 10�2 2:51� 10�3 2:52� 10�4

0.4 1:74� 10�1 2:11� 10�2 2:15� 10�3 2:16� 10�4

0.5 1:50� 10�1 1:76� 10�2 1:80� 10�3 1:80� 10�4

0.6 1:23� 10�1 1:42� 10�2 1:44� 10�3 1:44� 10�4

0.7 9:54� 10�2 1:07� 10�2 1:08� 10�3 1:08� 10�4

0.8 6:57� 10�2 7:13� 10�3 7:19� 10�4 7:20� 10�5

0.9 3:40� 10�2 3:58� 10�3 3:60� 10�4 3:60� 10�5

Table 3
SOP Mapping of a component with the error model in Fig. 4.

lS ¼ lUS����! DCY 10�3 10�4 10�5 10�6

0 1:73� 10�2 2:31� 10�3 2:39� 10�4 2:40� 10�5

0.1 1:78� 10�2 2:32� 10�3 2:39� 10�4 2:40� 10�5

0.2 1:83� 10�2 2:33� 10�3 2:39� 10�4 2:40� 10�5

0.3 1:88� 10�2 2:34� 10�3 2:39� 10�4 2:40� 10�5

0.4 1:94� 10�2 2:34� 10�3 2:39� 10�4 2:40� 10�5

0.5 1:99� 10�2 2:35� 10�3 2:40� 10�4 2:40� 10�5

0.6 2:05� 10�2 2:36� 10�3 2:40� 10�4 2:40� 10�5

0.7 2:12� 10�2 2:37� 10�3 2:40� 10�4 2:40� 10�5

0.8 2:19� 10�2 2:38� 10�3 2:40� 10�4 2:40� 10�5

0.9 2:26� 10�2 2:39� 10�3 2:40� 10�4 2:40� 10�5

Fig. 6. Example of compositional analysis.

Fig. 7. Translation of error model of atomic components to PRISM model.
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Fig. 7, where the Sensor component is defined to be in operational
state (SN_is_Operational) if the value of the enumerated variable
SN_state is equal to 0. Similarly, SN state ¼ 1 and SN state ¼ 2
correspond to the Sensor component states Failed_USUD and Fail-
ed_Safe, respectively. The initial value of SN_state variable is 0,
which indicates that the initial state of Sensor component is
assumed to be Operational.

The state transition of the AADL error model is translated into
PRISM module, which contains two parts: its state variables (say
SV) and the commands. The variables represent the possible states
and the commands correspond to the transitions i.e. the way in
which the state changes over time. The current state of the system
is represented by the state variable SV and the next state is rep-
resented by SV 0. Every command in the PRISM module has the
following syntax.

½ �SV ¼ S1/R2 : SV 0 ¼ S2þ R3 : SV 0 ¼ S3þ
/þ Rn : SV 0 ¼ Sn

(5)

The command in Expression 5 above indicates that state of a
component changes from S1 to S2 with a transition rate R2, from S1
to S3 with transition rate R3 and so on. The translated PRISM
specification of the ThreeStateModel error model is presented in
Fig. 7. It can be observed from Fig. 7 that the command

½ �SN state ¼ 0/l1 : ðSN state0 ¼ 2Þþ
ð1� l1Þ : ðSN state0 ¼ 0Þ

shows that the component SN takes transition from Operational to
Failed_Safewith a rate of l1 and remains in Operational state with a
rate of 1� l1, where SN_state is its state variable. The PRISM
commands for the rest of the transitions in ThreeStateModel are also
shown in Fig. 7.

The symbols used for transition probability (e.g l1, l2, m, Tproof )
are translated as symbolic constants in the PRISM model. During
the experiments we can assign the range of values to these sym-
bolic constants and plot the results to find out the CLS (i.e. the
values of l1, l2, m, Tproof ), which will meet the required TDA.

2.6.2. Translation of composite component
The error model for a composite component defines current

states of a composite component in terms of the current states of its
sub-components. The translated PRISM model of a composite
component is derived by the logical combination of formula
defined in the translation of its sub-components. An example of the
error model of a composite component SensingModule (SM) is
shown in Fig. 2. It shows that SM is comprised of the sub-
components Sensor (SN) and ComparisionUnit (CU).

The translated DTMC model corresponding to the error model
specified in Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 8. It can be observed from the
translated model that the state of SensingModule is Failed_USUD, if
the ComparisionUnit is in Failed_USUD state or the Sensor is in
Failed_USUD state with ComparisionUnit in Operational state.
Similarly, the state of SensingModule is Failed_Safe if the Compar-
isionUnit is in Failed_Safe state or the Sensor is in Failed_Safe state
with ComparisionUnit in Operational state.

3. Case studies

In this section we present the case studies in order to demon-
strate the system dependability analysis of the proposed architec-
tures of I&C safety systems for a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR).
The quantitative analysis of two systems, viz., Reactor Trip System
(RTS) and Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS), was
carried out using compositional analysis methodology. The analysis
of alternative architectures was also carried out in order to arrive at
the most suitable architecture providing desirable dependability.

Based on the design basis requirements of these safety systems
[10], the required TDAs for both systems are as follows:

� Probability of Failure on Demand (PFD) z10�5

� Spurious Operation Probability (SOP) z10�5

3.1. Reactor Trip System of a PWR

3.1.1. Proposed architecture
Reactor Trip System (RTS) is a safety system that monitors the

safety parameters and initiates reactor trips. The RTS consists of
four redundant and independent safety trains. Each safety train
consist of safety sensors, two diverse RPS controllers and two
reactor trip breakers (RTBs). The RPS controllers are considered as
diverse, because they receive signals, which are functionally
diverse. Each RPS controller interfaces with its safety sensors and
the RTBs. Architecture of RTS is shown in Figure 9.

A RPS controller acquires and processes the input signals and
generates parameter trip signals by comparing the individual trip
parameter values with their respective set-points, in the compari-
son unit (CU). We define parameter trip as the trip signal corre-
sponding to a single parameter in any safety train of RTS. A RPS
controller communicates the parameter trip information to the
corresponding controllers of the three other redundant RTS safety
trains using point to point (P2P) data communication link.

A controller level reactor trip signal on a particular parameter is
generated by a diverse controller. This is done based on the 2-out-
of-4 (2/4) voting logic on the parameter trip signals generated by the
corresponding controllers of the four trains. A train level reactor trip
signal is generated by applying 1-out-of-2 (1/2) voting logic be-
tween the controller level reactor trips generated by the diverse
controllers.

A train level reactor trip actuates (opens) two RTBs associated
with the particular train. The RTBs of all the four RTS trains are
configured to implement a 2/4 voting logic as shown in Figure 9.
According to this logic, opening of RTBs of at least two RTS trains
will generate the final reactor trip signal. This case study assesses
the dependability of RTS described above, with respect to its reactor
trip function.

For simplicity of exposition, the following assumptions were
made for dependability analysis of the RTS:

� All redundant trains are identical and independent of each
other.

� CLSs of both the diverse controllers of a RTS train are same.
� All failure rates are constant with respect to time.
� Surveillance test is perfect, i.e. it detects all unsafe undetectable
(USUD) failures.

� The system is maintainable during standby mode and the repair
rate m is identical for all trains and constant with respect to time.

� Voting logics are failure free: The voting logic (1/2 and 2/4)
components used in the model are implemented either using
software or using passive hardware components. Hence their
failure rates are assumed to be 0.Fig. 8. Translation of error model of composite components to PRISM model.
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� Effect of common cause failure is not considered in this analysis.
� When the system is in standby mode, demand for safety action
can occur at any time with equal likelihood.

� The standby mode can last for a long time, therefore we have
considered steady-state probabilities for computation of SOP
and PFD in our analysis.

3.1.2. Architectural model
The RTS is modeled using AADL language in OSATE framework.

System architecture is developed hierarchically using bottom-up
approach i.e. the atomic components of the system are defined
first and then these atomic components are gradually integrated to
build the large hierarchical system/sub-system.

The total number of states in this model is of the order of 396

(z1048), which makes a probabilistic analyze of this model infea-
sible even using reasonably high-end resources (Intel Xeon E5
Processor with 250 GB of RAM).

To overcome this difficulty, we apply compositional analysis
methodology, by decomposing the RTS model into multiple hier-
archical models as follows.

1. First model, termed as abstract RTS model, is the abstract RTS
architectural model, where RPS controller is abstracted as an
atomic component. Abstract RTS model has four RTS safety train
and 2/4 voting logic. Each RTS safety train consists of two RPS
controllers, 1/2 voting logic module (for the controller outputs)
and two RTBs. This model is shown in Figure 10.

2. Second model, termed as refined RPS controller model, is the
refinement of the RPS controller, which consist of four sensing
modules, three P2P link and 2/4 voting logic. This model is shown
in Figure 11.

The above two models have state spaces of 316 and 311

respectively, which is much lesser than the overall state space (396)
and thus it could be analyzed using compositional analysis

Fig. 9. Architecture of reactor trip system.
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methodology with the available computing resources.
It may be recalled from section 2.1 that for dependability anal-

ysis, we annotate each component with the error model (Figure 4).
The transition rates for all the atomic components (sensor, CU, P2P
link and RTB) are given as an input to the back-end probabilistic
analysis engine PRISM. For each composite component, the current
state is defined by the state of its sub-components. Therefore, there
is no transition rate associated explicitly with a composite
component.

Now, we define the error model of each composite components
present in the architectural hierarchy with the help of the following
functions.

� isOperational(Component C): Returns true if component C is in
operational state.

� isFailedSafe(Component C): Returns true if component C is in
Failed_Safe state.

� isFailedUSUD(Component C): Returns true if component C is in
Failed_USUD state.

� nOperational(Component C): Returns the number of C compo-
nents, that are in operational state.

� nFailedSafe(Component C): Returns the number of C compo-
nents, that are in Failed_Safe state.

� nFailedUSUD(Component C): Returns the number of C compo-
nents, that are in Failed_USUD state.

3.1.2.1. Error model of the RTS system. RTS generates the final
reactor trip based on the 2/4 voting logic. The 2/4 voting logic gets
inputs from four redundant trains and initiates safety action if at
least two out of the four redundant trains demand for it. The formal
description of 2/4 voting logic and associated Markov model can be
found in [13], which is reproduced in the Appendix-A for ready
reference. As per the Markov model of 2/4 voting logic, probability
of RTS system failing to provide safety action on demand (PFD), is
represented by RTS being in Failed USUD state. The RTS shall be in
Failed USUD state (represented by RTS Is Failed USUD in PRISM
DTMC model) if following condition holds.

ðnFailedUSUDðRTS TrainÞ> ¼ 3Þ OR
ððnFailedUSUDðRTS TrainÞ ¼ 2 AND
ðnFailedSafeðRTS TrainÞ> ¼ 1ÞÞ

The above condition states that RTS will be in Failed USUD state
if either at-least 3 RTS trains are in Failed USUD state or at-least 1
RTS train is in Failed Safe state in conjunction with exactly 2 RTS
train being in Failed USUD state.

The probability of spurious actuation i.e., SOP of RTS is repre-
sented by the probability of RTS being in Failed Safe state. RTS shall
be in Failed Safe state (represented by RTS Is Failed Safe in PRISM
DTMC model), if following condition holds.

nFailedSafeðRTS TrainÞ> ¼ 3

The above condition states that the RTS system will be in
Failed Safe state, if at-least 3 RTS trains are in Failed Safe state. It
may be noted that this model is applicable for 2/4 voting logic based
system, if one of the trains having safe failure(s) is allowed to be
bypassed [13] for maintenance.

3.1.2.2. Error model of the RTS safety train. RTS train generates train
level reactor trip signal based on 1/2 voting of the outputs of the two
RPS controllers. In accordancewith the 1/2 voting logic, a RTS safety
train shall be in Failed USUD state (represented by
RTS Train Is Failed USUD in PRISM DTMC model), if

ðnFailedUSUDðRTBÞ> ¼ 1Þ OR
ððnOperationalðRTBÞ> ¼ 1Þ AND
ðnFailedUSUDðRPS ControllerÞ ¼ 2ÞÞ

A RTS safety train shall be in Failed Safe state (represented by
RTS Train Is Failed Safe in PRISM DTMC model) if

ðnFailedSafeðRTBÞ ¼ 2Þ OR
ððnFailedUSUDðRTBÞ ¼ 0Þ AND
ðnFailedSafeðRPS ControllerÞ> ¼ 1ÞÞ

3.1.2.3. Error model of the RPS controller. RPS Controller generates
the controller level reactor trip signal based on the 2/4 voting logic.
In accordance with the 2/4 voting logic, a RPS controller shall be in
Failed USUD state (represented by RPS Controller Is Failed USUD in
PRISM DTMC model), if

ðnFailedUSUDðSensing ModuleOrP2PÞ> ¼ 3Þ OR
ððnFailedUSUDðSensing ModuleOrP2PÞ ¼ 2Þ AND
ðnFailedSafeðSensing ModuleOrP2PÞ> ¼ 1ÞÞ

A RPS controller shall be in Failed Safe state (represented by
RPS Controller Is Failed Safe in PRISM DTMC model), if

nFailedSafeðSensing ModuleOrP2PÞ> ¼ 3

Here, nFailedUSUDðSensing ModuleOrP2PÞ represents the num-
ber of Sensing Modules or their corresponding P2P links in Fail-
ed_USUD state.

3.2. Error model of the sensing module

Sensing Module shall be in Failed USUD state (represented by
Sensing Module Is Failed USUD in PRISM DTMC model), if

isFailedUSUDðComparison UnitÞ OR
ðisOperationalðComparison UnitÞ AND
isFailedUSUDðSensorÞÞ

Sensing Module shall be in Failed Safe state (represented by
Sensing Module Is Failed Safe in PRISM DTMC model) if

isFailedSafeðComparison UnitÞ OR
ðisOperationalðComparison UnitÞ AND
isFailedSafeðSensorÞÞ

3.2.1. Compositional dependability analysis of the Reactor Trip
System

We iteratively perform the analysis of each of the two models
viz., abstract RTS and refined RPS controller models described in
Section 4.1.2 separately and integrate the results (refer Algorithm 1)
to obtain the CLSs of all the atomic components that achieve the
required TDA of the RTS.

3.2.1.1. Analysis of the abstract RTS model. In this step, we generate
DTMCmodel from the abstract model of RTS (shown in Fig. 10) and
used PRISM model checker to determine the CLSs of RPS controller
and RTB, which achieve the required PFD and SOP of RTS.

PFD is the probability of RTS being in Failed_USUD state. The
PCTL specification to compute the steady state probability of RTS
being in Failed_USUD state is

S ¼ ? ½RTS Is Failed USUD�
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Similarly, SOP is the probability of RTS being in Failed_Safe state.
The PCTL specification to compute the steady state probability of
RTS being in Failed_Safe state is

S ¼ ? ½RTS Is Failed Safe�
We carried out the experiments and obtained the plots for PFD

and SOP with respect to various values of DC, where 0 � DC � 0:9.
While doing so, parameters, viz., failure rates for RPS controller and
RTB, were varied with a step size of 10�1 as given in Table 4. The
Error model of RTS does not depend on the failure rate of voting
logic as it has been assumed to be 0. Based on the plant operating
experience, the most likely configuration for MTTR ð1=mÞ and Tproof
are 24 h and 720 h respectively, and hence fixed values of these
parameters were used in our experiments. The PFD and SOP values
between the two consecutive DC values are estimated by linear
interpolation.

The plots obtained were analyzed and only the relevant plots
that achieve desired TDA (PFD <10�5 and SOP <10�5) are shown
in Figs. 12 and 13 (refer Appendix B for other experimental results).
The results are summarized in Table 5 and results relevant in
achieving the TDA are highlighted. Following are the important
observations based on the experimental results (Table 5).

� To achieve target dependability for RTS, the RTB should be
designed with failure rate of the order of 10�5/hour with DC of
at least 0.5. It was also observed that further decreasing the
failure rate of RTB (making it more reliable) does not give any
significant gain in PFD and SOP.

� RPS controller should be designed with failure rate in the range
of 10�5/hour to 10�4/hour, if appropriate DC (0:1 � DC � 0:5) is
provided.

Since RTB is an atomic component (refer Fig. 10), no further
analysis is required for this. Whereas, RPS controller being a com-
posite component, its dependability analysis is to be further carried
out to obtain the CLS of its subcomponents. From the calculated CLS
requirement (i.e. lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�4 with DC ¼ 0:5), we use Tables 2
and 3 to obtain the TDA (PFD ¼ 1:76� 10�2 and SOP ¼ 2:35�
10�3) for RPS Controller. The calculated TDA is used in the next step
for analyzing RPS controller.

3.2.1.2. Analysis of refined RPS controller model. In this step, we
generated DTMC model from the refined RPS Controller model
(shown in Fig. 11) and used PRISM model checker to determine the
CLSs of its sub-components, viz., Sensor, P2P link and CU, which
achieve the required TDA (PFD ¼ 1:76� 10�2 and SOP ¼ 2:35�
10�3) for RPS controller.

The PCTL specification to determine the PFD and SOP for RPS
controller is as follows.

S ¼ ? ½RPS Controller Is Failed USUD�

S ¼ ? ½RPS Controller Is Failed Safe�
Following the same process as used in the dependability anal-

ysis of RTS, we carried out the experiments and obtained the plots
for PFD and SOP of RPS controller with respect to various values of
DC, where 0 � DC � 0:9. While doing so, parameters, viz., failure
rates for Sensor, P2P data link and CU, were varied with a step size
of 10�1 as given in Table 4. The values of MTTR ð1=mÞ and Tproof are
kept constant at 24 h and 720 h, respectively.

The plots obtained (refer Appendix B) were analyzed and the
relevant results are highlighted in Table 6. Following important
observation based on the experimental results can be made from
Table 6.

� In order to achieve the desired TDA for RPS controller, the sen-
sors, P2P data links and CUmodules are required to be designed
with failure rate of the order of 10�4/hour with DC ¼ 0:2.

� It was also observed that decreasing the failure rate (thus,
making more reliable) of P2P data link further does not give any
significant gain in dependability.

3.2.1.2.1. Concluding remark. Analysis results of the proposed
RTS architecture (Figure 9) shows that in order to achieve the target
dependability (PFD � 10�5 and SOP � 10�5), the following design
requirements are to be met:

i Failure rates of RTBs should be of � 10�5/hour with at least 50%
DC;

ii Failure rates of sensors, CUs and P2P Data Links are required to
be � 10�4/hour with at least 20% diagnostic coverage;

iii MTTR and Tproof are to be kept at most 24 h and 720 h respec-
tively for all the components of RTS.

In this section, we showed the application of proposed
compositional analysis methodology for dependability analysis of
large CBS. We mainly focused on the safety and availability attri-
butes as these are the most relevant attributes for dependability of
computer based I&C systems as discussed in section 3.

Fig. 10. Abstract hierarchical model of Reactor Trip System by considering RPS
controller as atomic component.

Table 4
CLS values considered for analysis of Reactor Trip System.

Parameter Name Start End Step

Value Value

lS for RTB
10�4 10�6 multiplied by 10�1

lUS for RTB
10�4 10�6 multiplied by 10�1

lS for RPS Controller
10�3 10�6 multiplied by 10�1

lUS for RPS Controller
10�3 10�6 multiplied by 10�1

lS for Sensor
10�3 10�5 multiplied by 10�1

lUS for Sensor
10�3 10�5 multiplied by 10�1

lS for Comparison Unit
10�3 10�6 multiplied by 10�1

lUS for Comparison Unit
10�3 10�6 multiplied by 10�1

lS for P2P link
10�3 10�5 multiplied by 10�1

lUS for P2P link
10�3 10�5 multiplied by 10�1

DC 0 0.9 increased by 0.1
Tproof 720
MTTR 24
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The other dependability attributes, such as, maintainability and
testability are mainly addressed by the qualitative analysis of sys-
tem architecture. In the four-train architecture of RTS, any one of it
can be taken out of service for maintenance and testing without
violating single failure criteria. This is because, the system will be
able to perform its safety functions using 2-out-of-3 (2/3) voting
logic with the remaining three trains. It may be noted that, the error
model used for dependability analysis of RTS (described in
Appendix A), incorporates this provision. In this context, it may also
be noted that it is a common practice in I&C safety systems of NPP
to make provisions for on-line periodic surveillance testing.

3.3. Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System of IPWR

ESFAS is a computer based I&C safety system, which senses the
accident conditions and actuates emergency safety systems to
mitigate the effect of Postulated Initiating Event (PIE), such as Loss
of Coolant Accident (LOCA), a steam line break etc.

In the proposed architecture (Fig. 14), ESFAS uses the sensors
(for common parameters) and RPS controllers of RTS for acquisition
of all its field inputs and their processing. It gives the advantage of i)
lesser penetrations in reactor coolant system (RCS) due to shared
sensors and ii) reduced hardware offering reduced cost & time
towards installation, commissioning and maintenance. Using
compositional analysis methodology, we could validate that the
required TDA for both RPS and ESFAS can be achieved even with
shared sensors and controllers.

In the hierarchical architecture of ESFAS, the RPS controllers,
P2P Data Link (from RPS to ESFAS), Component Level Control (CLC)
modules and ESFActuators are considered as atomic component for
dependability analysis of ESFAS.

3.3.1. Experimental results
Based on the experimental results, the following important

observations were made.

Table 5
Experimental results for RTS architecture analysis.

S. No. RTS component failure rate
(hr�1)

DC MTTR (hrs) Tproof (hrs) PFD of RTS SOP of RTS

RPS Controller RTB

1 10�6 10�4 0.9 24 720 1:05� 10�5 1:61� 10�7

2 10�4 10�5 0.5 24 720 8:84� 10�6 2:76� 10�6

3 10�5 10�5 0.1 24 720 6:73� 10�6 3:02� 10�9

4 10�4 10�6 0 24 720 3:87� 10�6 2:54� 10�6

5 10�5 10�6 0 24 720 2:05� 10�8 3:12� 10�9

Fig. 11. Hierarchical model of RPS Controller.

Fig. 12. PFD of RTS with lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�5 for RTB, MTTR ¼ 24 h and Tproof ¼ 720 h.

Fig. 13. SOP of RTS with lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�5 for RTB, MTTR ¼ 24 h and Tproof ¼ 720 h.
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� To achieve the target dependability of ESFAS, ESF actuators,
CLCs, P2P Data Links and RPS controllers are required to be
designed with the failure rates of � 10�5/hour, � 10�5/hour,
� 10�4/hour and � 10�4/hour respectively, with DC value of at
least 0.2.

� The MTTR and Tproof are to be kept at most 24 h and 720 h
respectively for all the components of ESFAS.

� Based on the CLS values of sensors and controller obtained, we
concluded that the required TDA of both RTS and ESFAS could be
achieved with shared controllers and sensors.

3.4. Comparison with alternate architectures

We also used architecture analysis framework to assess the
alternative architectural considerations and its effect on the system
dependability. For brevity, wewill refer the architectures of RTS and
ESFAS, described in the paper, as RTSArch and ESFASArch
respectively.

� RPS controller without local 2/4 voting logic for RTS: An alternative
architecture without local 2/4 voting logic, which we refer to as
RTSArch_NoLocalCoincidence, was compared with the proposed
architecture RPSArch.

It is observed that the SOP is degraded considerably in case of
RTSArch_NoLocalCoincidence. For example, the SOP of RTSArch was
found to be 2:76� 10�6 as against 9:0� 0�2 in case of RPSArch_-
NoLocalCoincidence. Note that we considered same sensors and
controllers (with failure rate of 10�4=hour) for this comparison.
This justifies the train level local 2/4 voting logic in RPSArch.

� ESFAS train with one controller: An alternate architecture with
only one controller in ESFAS train, referred to as ESFA-
SArch_SingleController, was compared with ESFASArch.

It is observed that ESFASArch_SingleController provides better

SOP 4:61� 10�7 compared to ESFASArch (2:94� 10�6), but at the
cost of increased PFD 1:0� 10�3, which is not desirable. Further, in
order to achieve the target PFDwith ESFASArch_SingleController, the
failure rate of ESFAS controller is required to be� 10�5=hour, which
is difficult to achieve.

Therefore, ESFASArch (two controllers in each train with 1/2
voting logic) is a better and feasible option to meet the required
TDA.

4. Conclusions

We proposed a technique for analyzing system dependability of
large CBS based on its architectural model. We have shown that
because of the associated state space explosion problem, mono-
lithic approach does not scale well for large systems for real-world
applications. In order to demonstrate the applicability and effec-
tiveness of the proposed compositional dependability analysis
methodology we carried out case studies involving quantitative
dependability analysis of the proposed architectures of RTS and
ESFAS of a PWR. The results of the case studies clearly demonstrate
the following advantages of our compositional analysis
methodology.

� It facilitates use of model checking techniques for dependability
analysis of large CBS to improve the rigor of the analysis, and

� Enables the re-use of analysis results, when architectural com-
ponents are shared across multiple systems.

This analysis framework enabled us to

� validate the suitability of proposed architecture for achieving
desired safety and availability attributes, which strengthens the
preliminary safety analysis report.

� establish the required CLS (failure rate, diagnostic coverage,
surveillance test interval etc.) for its subsequent use in system
design.

Table 6
Experimental results for RPS controller architecture analysis.

S. No. RPS component failure rate (hr�1) DC MTTR (hrs) Tproof (hrs) PFD of RPS Controller SOP of RPS Controller

Sensor P2P Data Link CU

1 10�5 10�5 10�3 z0.80 24 720 1:0� 10�2 2:36� 10�4

2 10�4 10�4 10�4 z0.20 24 720 1:0� 10�2 5:5� 10�6

3 10�4 10�5 10�4 0 24 720 1:0� 10�2 2:45� 10�6

4 10�5 10�4 10�4 0 24 720 1:0� 10�2 1:67� 10�6

5 10�4 10�4 10�4 z0.70 24 720 1:0� 10�3 6:6� 10�6

6 10�4 10�5 10�4 z0.60 24 720 1:0� 10�3 2:93� 10�6

7 10�5 10�5 10�4 z0.20 24 720 1:0� 10�3 5:16� 10�7

Fig. 14. Hierarchical model of Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System.
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� assess the alternative architectural considerations and its effect
on the system dependability.

Use of this technique to perform what-if analysis in order to
assess the effect of failure in one component on other components
is part of our ongoing work.
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APPENDIX A. Error Model of 2/4 Voting Logic

The 2/4 voting logic gets inputs from four redundant trains and
initiates safety action if at least two out of four redundant trains
demand for it.

The Markov model depicting 2/4 voting logic, used for analysis
of RTS and ESFAS is shown in Fig. 15. Each state in this model is
represented by a 3-tuple (x, y, z), where x represents number of
healthy trains, y represents number of trains having safe failures,
and z represents number of trains having unsafe undetectable
failure (USUD). Each state is also assigned a unique state number.
Description of transitions is given as follows.

Transitions for safe failures

A healthy trainmay have safe failurewith failure rate of l1 (Refer
Equation (3)). For example, the transition rate from state 0 to state 1
is 4l1 representing safe failure in any one of the four healthy trains.
In case of safe failure of a channel, it is bypassed and considered for
maintenance with repair rate m.

Transitions for unsafe undetectable failure

A healthy channel can also fail with unsafe undetectable failure
with failure rate of l2 (Refer Equation (4)). For example, the tran-
sition rate from state 0 to state 5 is 4l2. All dangerous undetected
failures shall be detected in surveillance test, which is conducted
periodically with Tproof interval.

Transition for repair of channel

If any state has at least one channel with safe failure, that
channel is considered for maintenance with repair rate m. For
example, the transition rate from state 1 to state 0 is m.

Transition for surveillance test

If any state has at least one channel with unsafe-undetected
failure, that channel will remain in that state until surveillance
next test, which happens after every Tproof time period. As sur-
veillance test is assumed to be perfect, all USUD failures will be
detected.

In 2/4 state space (Fig. 15), states 10;11;12;13 and 14 represent
that the system is in unsafe undetectable failure state, where sys-
tem shall not be able to initiate safety action on demand. Steady
sate probability of system being in these states has been calculated
to estimate the PFD. Similarly, states 3;4 and 8 represents that the
system is in safe failure states. Steady sate probability of system
being in these states has been calculated to estimate the SOP.

Fig. 15. Markov model for 2/4 Voting Logic.

APPENDIX B. Experimental Results

1) Plots for RTS

The plots for experiments done for calculating PFD and SOP of
RTS given as follows.

Plots for PFD
The plots for experiments done for PFD are given in Figs. 16, 17,

18.

Fig. 16. PFD of RTS with lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�3 for RTB, MTTR ¼ 24 h and Tproof ¼ 720 h.

Fig. 17. PFD of RTS with lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�4 for RTB, MTTR ¼ 24 h and Tproof ¼ 720 h.
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Fig. 18. PFD of RTS with lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�6 for RTB, MTTR ¼ 24 h and Tproof ¼ 720 h.

Plots for SOP
The plots for experiments done for PFD are given in Figures 19,

20, 21.

Fig. 19. SOP of RTS with lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�3 for RTB, MTTR ¼ 24 h and Tproof ¼ 720 h.

Fig. 20. SOP of RTS with lS ¼ lD ¼ 10�4 for RTB, MTTR ¼ 24 h and Tproof ¼ 720 h.

Fig. 21. SOP of RTS with lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�6 for RTB, MTTR ¼ 24 h and Tproof ¼ 720 h.

2) Plots for RPS controller

The plots for experiments done for PFD and SOP of RPS
controller are given as follows.

Plots for PFD
The plots for experiments done for PFD are given in Figs. 22, 23,

24, 25.

Fig. 22. PFD of RPS controller with lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�3 for Sensor, lS ¼ lD ¼ 10�5 for P2P
link, MTTR ¼ 24 h and Tproof ¼ 720 h.

Fig. 23. PFD of RPS controller with lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�4 for Sensor, lS ¼ lD ¼ 10�3 for P2P
link, MTTR ¼ 24 h and Tproof ¼ 720 h.
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Fig. 24. PFD of RPS controller with lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�4 for Sensor, lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�4 for P2P
link, MTTR ¼ 24 h and Tproof ¼ 720 h.

Fig. 25. PFD of RPS controller with lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�5 for Sensor, lS ¼ lD ¼ 10�5 for P2P
link, MTTR ¼ 24 h and Tproof ¼ 720 h.

Plots for SOP
The plots for experiments done for SOP are given in Figs. 26, 27,

28, 29.

Fig. 26. SOP of RPS controller with lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�3 for Sensor, lS ¼ lD ¼ 10�5 for P2P
link, MTTR ¼ 24 h and Tproof ¼ 720 h.

Fig. 27. SOP of RPS controller with lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�4 for Sensor, lS ¼ lD ¼ 10�3 for P2P
link, MTTR ¼ 24 h and Tproof ¼ 720 h.

Fig. 28. SOP of RPS controller with lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�4 for Sensor, lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�4 for P2P
link, MTTR ¼ 24 h and Tproof ¼ 720 h.

Fig. 29. SOP of RPS controller with lS ¼ lUS ¼ 10�5 for Sensor, lS ¼ lD ¼ 10�5 for P2P
link, MTTR ¼ 24 h and Tproof ¼ 720 h.
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